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ZsONA MACO, Latin America’s most important contemporary art fair, celebrated its 13th edition from the 3rd to the 7th February 2016. 123 galleries from 25 countries took over the first floor of the Centro Banamex, in Mexico City. The Mexican contemporary art fair was funded by Zélika García in 2002 with the name of MUESTRA, and was located in the city of Monterrey, whereas its second edition moved to Mexico City, where the fair has been based ever since. Every year ZsONA MACO offers intriguing activities and events, and guarantees an enriching experience for all art lovers through its five sections: General; New Proposals; ZsONA MACO Sur; Modern Art and Design.

Here is UV favourite artworks from the fair.

Born in Granada (Spain) in 1980, where she attained a Master in Arts, Marina Vargas now lives and works in Madrid. Despite the young age the Spanish artist boast a prolific career, counting numerous national and international exhibitions, as well as awards and prizes.
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